
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
1. The COVID pandemic and our recovery efforts  

 
After more than a year of restrictions, with more than half of the country’s population now 
vaccinated and a national roadmap for lifting lockdown in place the light at the end of the tunnel 
grows brighter. With COVID having impacted each and every one of us, huge sacrifices made and 
the tragedy of 127,000 deaths the recovery and renewal effort is critical.  
 
It remains critical that the remaining stages of lockdown easing are based on solid science and 
implemented at a cautious pace. COVID-19 has shown that the economy and health are 
inextricably linked. We have to get case rates down before we reopen the economy – not just to 
protect the NHS and save lives, but also for better economic outcomes.  
 
Whilst infections rates in South Yorkshire have decreased significantly, they remain at a higher 
level than the national average – a solid indicator that COVID has hit the most deprived areas of 
our country hardest.  It is in places like South Yorkshire where a higher proportion of people 
cannot afford to lose income and cannot work from home that infection rates remain higher. 
 
At our last meeting of the MCA, South Yorkshire leaders and I agreed an £860m New Deal for 
South Yorkshire stimulus package. Designed to kickstart the region’s recovery from COVID, its 
ambition is a stronger, greener and fairer South Yorkshire for all.  
 
The £860m package of investment includes:  
 

 The South Yorkshire Young People’s Pledge. A promise by Leaders and I to help the 
region’s young people get around with discounted bus and tram fares, with support to improve 
their skills and find work. 
 

 Almost £360m funding for South Yorkshire’s recovery over the next 12 months, investing 
in infrastructure, new homes, apprenticeships, flood defences, better transport links – to create 
jobs, revitalise high streets and town centres and protect the environment. 
 

 From 2022, creating the South Yorkshire Renewal Fund, worth up to £500m by drawing 
down the MCA’s gainshare funds to unlock investment and transform the region. This will 
roughly be split between £300m for places, including infrastructure and transport; and £200m 
for jobs and skills. 
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Locally elected leaders, and I are dedicated to working together, with our LEP partners and 
stakeholders from the public, private and third sectors to make these ambitions a reality.  
 

2. 
 
 

The National Bus Strategy 
 
The challenges facing the provision of a high quality, attractive, affordable and viable bus network 
that puts the passenger first, have been brought into an even starker focus over the last year. As 
the South Yorkshire Bus Review highlighted, even before the pandemic these challenges were 
already significant. But COVID has only exacerbated trends away from bus use.   
 
In March, Government published its much-anticipated National Bus Strategy that proposed 
fundamental changes to the way in which the system operates. Whilst I support this Strategy’s 
ambitions, it is clear that they will only be achieved with very sizeable and sustained investment in 
the network and I therefore I will continue to make the case for this.  
 
MCA members and I are considering the implications of the National Bus Strategy and will discuss 
this and our response at our next meeting.    
 

3.  Net Zero  
 
Building on the commitment of the Yorkshire Leaders Board to work together on shared priorities, 
the Yorkshire and Humber Climate Commission has now been formed. An independent advisory 
body, it brings actors from the public, private and third sectors together to identify, support and 
guide ambitious climate actions across the region.  
 
The Commission has four inter-related aims: 
 

 To foster climate resilience and adaptation to climate risks and impacts 

 To support rapid progress towards net zero carbon emissions 

 To encourage a just and inclusive transition and climate actions that leave no-one and 
nowhere behind 

 To promote sustainability and climate actions that also protect nature and biodiversity. 
 
As the Vice Chair of the Commission I attended its (virtual) launch event in March along with 400 
others. One of the Commission’s first priorities is to develop a regional submission for COP26 that 
will take place in Glasgow, later this year.  
 
Our Net Zero Partnership Board, established with business and other sector representatives from 
across South Yorkshire will also have a part to play in what is a unique and critically important 
opportunity to ensure that the region and the country leads the way in tacking the climate 
emergency, ensuring a green recovery from COVID and a pathway to Net Zero.   
 

  

  

  

 


